CLEANING

Orig

Remove dirt with clear water
or use a soft brush.

If this procedure should not be sufficient, use 80 - 100 grit
sandpaper. Sand lightly.
NOTE: If sanding is performed to remove stain,
re-oiling may be required.

FRESHENING UP / RE-OILING
With paint-brush or soft cloth ....

... apply a thin layer of Resysta Top Care Oil onto the surface.
1/16 gallon is sufficient for approx. 60 square feet.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS | CARE | CLEANING
EASY - TOOL FREE - SYSTEM TO INSTALL
Resysta Deck Tiles are easy and fast to install without the use of any tools. They can be used
indoor and outdoor on hard leveled surfaces. (Please use a level). Some movement between tiles
is necessary to ensure easy installation. Deck tiles are pretreated with specially developed and
proven Resysta Top Oil (RTO), giving the material the natural look of teak wood and protecting
the surface more efficiently against soiling. If required, you can revive the finish color of the
material by applying Resysta Top Care Oil (RTCO) once a year.
Plan the layout of your floor. Measure the area to be covered.
One box (4 pieces) covers an area of roughly 4 square feet.
There are two pattern options regarding the installation of the deck tiles:

Allow to sit on material for 15 minutes. Allow the oil to spread evenly
on the surface. Remove excess oil from tiles with a soft cloth.

We recommend using only Resysta Top Care Oil (RTCO)

www.ezdecktiles.com
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Option 1: parallel

Option 2: mixed
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PARALLEL

MIXED

1.1

Ensure a firm and level surface.

2.1

Ensure a firm and level surface.

1.2

Place the tiles on the surface and snap into place.
Begin placing one tile in a corner and then build
outwards. Use the flat side (without the circular
guides) as the outer edge of the decking.

2.2

Place the tiles on the surface and snap into place.
Begin placing one tile in a corner and then build outwards.

1.3

With parallel installation align all deck tiles and fit into each other.
The tiles snap into place by allowing the pins to fit into
the round guides

2.3

Rotate the next deck tile anti-clockwise at a 90 ° angle.
Place the third tile in the same position as the first one.
90°

1.4

Apply the same procedure to the following line.

2.4
90°

Start It the next row with a tile which, in contrast to the first tile,
is rotated by 90 ° clockwise.

1.5

The tiles perfectly fit into each other.
The tiles do not firmly affix. Movement
between tiles ensure easy installation.

2.5

At every 4th tile, it is necessary to lift the two subsequent tiles
to slide the flaps under the preceding tiles.

1.6

At the end (after completion of the last row) you can, if desired,
cut the projecting flaps by means of a jigsaw.

2.6

This is how you obtain a mixed laying pattern which appears also
on larger surfaces.
If cutting of the tiles is required use a
jigsaw. You may saw between the individual planks as well as through the
base material.
Remember to remove the circular
guides on the outside edges before
installation.

1.7
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If cutting of the tiles is required, use a
jigsaw. You may saw between the individual planks as well as through the
base material.
Remember to remove the circular guides
on the outside edges before installation.

2.7
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